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Models

TL22.32

TL28.40



Model
D      Max Hole Weight

gr

SWL

Kgmm H mm Ø mm

TL22.32 64 30 44 170 2200

TL28.40 74 35 54 300 3500

Model
A      B

mm H mm

TT22.32 32 2230

TT28.40 40 28
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Installation

Maintenance

Technical Details

To install the T-Lock, you will need: a drill, a hole-saw and sealant. Screws are included.

Refer to the exploded view drawing to identify the parts of T-Lock

For the tightening of the ring-nut two 5mm screws in the special threaded holes can 
be used

Even though very little water can enter into the base, we recommend to drain this 
water and clean the base occasionally. For this purpose it is sufficient to remove the 
spring ring (8) and unscrew the sealing plug (7).

DRILLING: Cut a hole in the deck with a hole-saw. For the correct hole size to be 
cut, please refer to the table below.1

FIXING: put the base (3) into the hole and secure it with the two self-tapping 
screws (2) then tighten the ring-nut (9) strongly.3

2

POSITIONING: the T-Lock base (3) will be installed in 
deck areas suitable to support high loads

H

D

Ø

B

A

SEALING: Put some sealant around the hole



 Exploded View
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For load directions with angles below 30° it is necessary to tighten completely the 
sealing plug        so to lock the toggle and avoid accidental unhooks

2 Self tapping
screws

4 Cap

O-ring6

Spring 
ring
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1Toggle
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Base
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Plug

9Ring Nut

30°

90°

There are two positions for the sealing plug:

1. Low position (unscrewed): in this position it is possible to fit the toggle into the 
base or to take it off (only if not under load).

2. High position (screwed): in this position the toggle is permanently locked into the 
base and it is not possible to take it off.

Load

7



 How to use T-Lock

T-Lock is a watertight flush-mounted deck base to which a loop can be connected. A 
special toggle, which automatically locks-in, fits into the base. It cannot be removed 
under load, but can easily be removed without a load on it. The toggle can be locked-
in permanently which makes it non-removable. From under the deck you can adjust 
the sealing plug in two positions: Low position (unscrewed) and it will be possible to 
fit the toggle into the base and to take it off, high position (screwed) and the toggle is 
permanently locked, it will not be possible to take it off. The toggle is swiveling, it can 
take a load in any direction. When used as a dog-bone it will adapt to any Dyneema® 
loop, such as a simple loop, low friction ring with loop and a snatch block with loop.

T-Loop The T-Lock is always supplied with a Dyneema Loop with toggle.

Mounting Removal

The Toggle is automatically locked The Toggle is clear

1

2

2

Push in

Push down

1 Push in

Pull up

T-Lock is supplied with a Dyneema Loop and a toggle, but also several fittings are 
available:

- Ring, a low friction ring that can be fixed to the loop.

- Simple Toggle, this is an aluminium “dog-bone” 

  suitable for fastening your own loop.

- Blocks, many Antal blocks and snatch blocks can be tied to the toggle and then   
  easily joined to the T-Lock base.

T-Lock is not a boat lifting device.

T-Lock Accessories
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